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“MEOW MEOW TAKES
THE BURLESQUE
SEXUALITY THING AND
BRINGS IT TO ANOTHER
FUCKING LEVEL.”
It was Gary Sheehan, programmer with the
NCH, and musical director Terry Edwards that
persuaded Friday to sign on.
“They asked would I be interested in doing
Brecht and I’m always interested in that,” he
states, emphatically. “They said we have an
interesting cast. Ute Lemper, one of the great
chanson interpreters of Brecht and Weill, and
Blixa Bargeld of Einstürzende Neubauten and
The Bad Seeds who I know from my punk days.
With a cast like that, it was never going to be a
Meow Meow takes the burlesque sexuality
simple case of getting up and singing the songs.
thing and brings it to another fucking level.
“It’s very theatrical, and with the calibre of
Eric Mingus – son of Charles – is a phenomenal
these extraordinary musicians, you’re going to
musician, and Michael Blair was the percussion
get real music. These singers don’t just stand
genius behind Swordfishtrombones and Rain
there and go, ‘Here’s the next one.’ Every one
Dogs. When I heard the guitarist and the
of the performers are theatre in their own way.
piano player were from The Blockheads, I just
The whole thing with Brecht and me is give
went ‘Ah, for fuck’s sake!’ And there’s Cathal
me a bentwood chair, a bulb, a cigarette and a
Coughlan, who’s one of our great unsung singers
microphone and that’s theatre.”
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yours. Has a Brechtian influence spilled over

from U2 then?
“Some of it, yeah. I mean Yes!” he laughs. “I’m
one of their creative friends, but I think everyone
knows that. To tell the truth, I very rarely talk
about it. They get so much press, and I don’t!”
• Change The World: Bertolt Brecht Songs
And Poems For 2019 takes place in the
National Concert Hall on September 14 and 15.
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EVERY BRECHT YOU TAKE
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Gavin Friday breaks cover this month to appear at the National Concert Hall as
part of an intriguing line-up for Change The World: Bertolt Brecht Songs and Poems 2019. It’s been a
lifelong obsession, as he tells Pat Carty. Photography Peter Rowan

avin Friday, he of art-rock pissers in
the punch The Virgin Prunes, and
the man behind such undervalued
solo work as 1995’s Shag Tobacco,
developed a thing for the plays,
poetry and songs of Bertolt Brecht
early on. It was hardly the fare of
daytime radio, so how and why did it
capture his attention?
“It was Agnes Burnell (the German
actress and singer, and propaganda
broadcaster, who worked with
everyone from Elvis Costello to Tom Waits) who
gave me these cassettes of The Threepenny
Opera,” Friday recalls. “I had this sort of
attraction to the burlesque, to the drama, to the
whole melodrama. It was the late ’70s and punkrock could change the world! Brecht was very
anti-bourgeoisie, creating realistic art by pulling
down the curtain to a blank canvas.”
Presumably there’ll be no touchy-feely
Aristotelian reward for the audience?
“Yeah, don’t make the audience feel good,
make them fucking think!”
As punk limped towards a new decade, travel

broadened Friday’s mind and his obsession grew.
“I got fed up with punk. The ’80s were moving
in fast, you look back at some it with great
memories, but most of it was fucking shite.
What? Duran Duran are heroes? They’re just a
boy band with bad make-up! I almost call The
Virgin Prunes my university. We were travelling
around and I was discovering more about Brecht,
buying every album that I could.”

“DON’T MAKE THE AUDIENCE
FEEL GOOD, MAKE THEM
FUCKING THINK!”
Friday, and The Prunes, were more at home
with that European sensibility. They didn’t want
to play the blues. This was more interesting.
“It was,” he answers. “It was out of us being
self-taught musicians – people said The Prunes
couldn’t even play. Fucking listen back, it’s a lot
more musical than you reckon. But we took the

philosophy. There was also the Bowie albums
Low and Heroes, which were works of art far
away from rock and roll and the blues.”
Fast forward to 2001 and Friday, alongside
his long-time collaborator Maurice Seezer,
presented their own theatre show, Ich Liebe
Dich, based around the music of Kurt Weill and
the lyrics of Brecht.
“Fergus Linehan wanted me to do an
interpretation of The Rise And Fall Of The City
Of Mahagonny. It was way too much to take on.
We covered Weimar to Broadway, from 1928 up
to when Weill died.”
The title of this show – Change The World –
speaks to the relevance of the material to today’s
ears.
“That’s the idea,” Gavin nods. “It’s 90 years
ago, so the refugee issues and the rise of the
right wing were happening. The lyrics could have
been written for this era, although Change The
World as a title is not punk enough.”
There is a slight whiff of Band Aid off it.
“I would have gone with Smack The Fucking
World With A Hammer, but there’s seemingly
some poem, and it’s not my show!”
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